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STEP 7 - SENDING YOUR FIRST EMAIL

7.1 Writing e-mail
Airmail consists of two basic screens; the Message Index Screen and the Terminal Screen.
The Message Index Screen is what you see when Airmail first starts. The Message Index
Screen is where you read and write e-mail, manage addresses, check propagation, create
position reports, request GRIB or other weather documents, adjust your system
configuration, etc. You are not "on line" or connected to the SailMail or WL2K network
while you are working within the message screen.
The second screen, the terminal screen, is used almost exclusively for sending and
receiving e-mail and document requests. The only time you are connected to the SailMail
or WL2K networks is when you have established a connection from the terminal screen.
To write an e-mail start click on the New Message icon
3-1.

Toolbar as shown in Figure

This will open an e-mail message composition form shown in Figure 3-2. Enter the e-mail
address of the primary recipient in the To: line, and the addresses of additional
addressee's on the Cc: line. Put the topic of the message in the Subject line, enter the
message in the space provided, and when finished post the message for sending. These
steps will now be discussed in detail.
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7.1.2 Addressing the Message
Only one addressee is permitted on the To: line. Additional addressees are entered on the
Cc: line and must be separated by a comma (,). Addresses can be either entered
manually, or chosen from the Address Book.
Addressing format follows the standard Internet addressing format, and regular Internet email addresses are used. Any combination of Internet. SailMail. Bushmail. Winlink. or other
addressees can be used. Addressing messages for group mailings is also possible and
discussed in Section 7.5.2 of this guide.
To manually address an e-mail, place the cursor at the left-most position of the To:
window, type the address, and press ENTER. Move down to the Cc: line and enter any
additional addresses, being sure to separate them by a comma. When you are finished
entering the list of addresses on the Cc: line press ENTER.
To enter addresses from the Address Book, click on the To- or Cc: buttons to open the
address book. Scroll through the address book and highlight the desired To: address. Click
the OK button, or double click on the desired entry to enter the To: address. Continue
scrolling through the address book selecting the Cc: addresses.

7.1.3 Composing Your Message

Enter a Subject description in the Subject line, "tab down" to the message space, and
compose your e-mail. When you are finished addressing and writing your e-mail, you must
post it for sending. Posting an e-mail message is similar to putting a letter in the mailbox
at home.
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7.14 Posting Your Message

Click on the POST
button located on the upper right-hand quadrant of the Message
Composition Screen (Figure 3-2). From the dropdown list of available stations select
SailMail to send your e-mail via the SailMail network, or WL2K to send it over the amateur
radio WL2K network as shown in Figure 4-3. Your e-mail message is now ready for
posting.

To post the message, click on the Post Icon
located on the Message Screen Toolbar
(Figure 3-2). Airmail will move the message to the Outbox where it will be marked with the
waiting-to-be-sent icon
and stored for sending. Messages stored in the Outbox will
automatically be sent the next time a link is established with a shore-side station.
SailMail and WL2K networks are batch oriented systems. Outgoing e-mail is stored on your
onboard computer as you create it. and incoming e-mail is stored on the shore-side
computer network as it comes in over the Internet. When you link to a shore-side station,
originating e-mail messages stored in your Outbox are uploaded to the shore-side station
where they are routed onto the Internet, and incoming e-mail is downloaded onto your
onboard computer for later reading. This operation is similar to many other e-mail systems
currently in use.
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7.1.5 Your e-mail Address
If you are using the SailMail network, your e-mail address is yourshipscall@sailmail.com or
if you're using the WL2K ham network, your address is yourhamcall@wialink.org
(vk4ma@winlink.org]. Both the SailMail and WL2K networks let you send and receive your
e-mail from any of the networks shore-side/coast stations located around the world. Your
message addressing remains the same regardless of where in the world you are located, or
which coast station you use.

7.1.6 Sending and Receiving e-Mail
Sending and receiving e-mail is done from the Terminal Screen, and once started is
automatic. To begin, click on the Terminal Screen icon
to switch from the Message
Screen to the Terminal Screen. The Terminal Screen Toolbar is shown in Figure 3-4.

7.2 Terminal Screen Toolbar Icons Explained
Beginning from the left, the function of the Toolbar icons is as follows:
Click on the green icon to begin the e-mail
sending and receiving process. The process
begins with Airmail sending a connect
request to the selected station. If the station
being called doesn't answer within a preset
number of calls (usually ten), the transceiver
will stop transmitting and revert back to the
receive mode. When the target station hears
you calling it will answer, and your station
and the called station will link, and begin
exchanging data.
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The green connect icon (above) will change
to the down pointing arrow (left)when you
move your "mouse over" it, and also when
Airmail hears what may be message traffic on
the frequency. The icon turns back to green
when Airmail thinks the frequency is again
clear.
Stops the radio from transmitting and puts it
back into the receive mode.
Click on this icon and the transmitter
transmits a low-power signal. This is useful
for systems using a manual tuner, and
systems using "universal automatic tuners"
like the SGC 230,235, 237, CG AT-3000 as
sold by radios.net.au
This button must be "down or active" for
Airmail to send e-mail through the SailMail or
WL2K networks.
This must be up (inactive) for Airmail to send
your e-mail through via SailMail or WL2K
networks.
When down. Airmail automatically closes the
terminal screen when it is finished sending/
receiving e-mail.

Network Selection Drop-down Menu:

This menu choice let you choose between
the SailMail and WL2K networks, and is
available when both the SailMail and WL2K
versions of Airmail are installed into the same
folder. This window is not present if Airmail is
setup to work only on the SailMail or WL2K
networks.

Station Drop-down Menu:

The Station Window lists coast network
stations in the SailMail network. In the Ham
mode, it lists WL2K stations that have been
"checked" on the frequency or station lists
(see Section 11 of this guide).

Frequency Pull-down List:

The pull-down menu lists all the frequencies
the chosen network station supports.
Clicking on this Icon switches back to the
Message Screen
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7.3 Five Steps for Sending and Receiving e-mail
Sending/receiving e-mail is largely a "hands-off process. If you are in the message screen,
click on the terminal screen icon
to switch to the terminal screen. From the terminal
screen select the station and frequency to use, click on the
and let the network and your computer do the rest. Airmail will
automatically upload/send all posted e-mail messages stored in the Outbox, receive/
download incoming e-mail stored on the SailMail server, and then automatically
disconnect.
The specific steps to send/receive e-mail are:
From the first drop-down list select either the SailMail or Ham networks, If you installed
1 the "SailMail only" or "WL2K only" version of Airmail that works with only one of the two
networks skip this step.
Choose the station through which you want to send/receive your messages. SailMail
stations are listed by location, WL2K stations are listed by call sign (WL2K users: see
2
Section 11 - Making a Frequency List). Station order is nearest to farthest relative to
your location, nearer stations at the top of the list.
In the rightmost drop-down menu window, choose a suitable frequency based upon
propagation probabilities. If Airmail is setup to control the transceiver, the radio will
3
automatically switch to the selected frequency and station. In systems not designed for
computer control, the transceiver must be manually tuned to the desired frequency.
4

LISTEN to be sure that the frequency is clear and that there isn't already a link in
progress.

If the frequency is not in use, click on the green connect button . From this point on the
process is entirely automatic. When a connection is established Airmail will send the
messages stored in the Outbox, download any incoming e-mail, and then disconnect. If
5
a connection could not be established, choose a different frequency and try again. If still
unable to connect, choose a different station and frequency, and repeat steps 1 through
5.
Figure 3-5 below shows the entire transactional dialogue that occurs between the client
and the server during a session. In this example no outgoing messages were sent and one
2208 character incoming e-mail (114 page letter) was received. The entire process, from
log-on to log-off, took just one minute and two seconds of air (and battery) time.
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7.4 Reading New e-Mail Messages
Downloaded e-mail is placed in the Inbox for reading offline. Figure 3-6 shows an Inbox
with both unread and read e-mail. Unread e-mail is marked with the new icon
Previously read mail is marked with the
To open an e-mail for reading, double click on the desired message. Figure 3-7 shows an
open e-mail. To close an open message, click on the black "X" in the upper right-hand
corner of the screen. Continue this process until all messages are read.
Click on the Reply icon
to reply to an open e-mail message. Airmail inserts the
sender's address in the "To:" line, makes a "Re:" entry in the "Subject:" line, and removes
the original text from the outgoing reply.
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7.5 Address Book
The address book is indispensable tool for addressing e-mail, especially messages that are
going to multiple addressees such as a list of family members or fellow cruisers. Clicking
on the Address
Book icon
located in the Message Screen Toolbar opens the Address Book screen
shown in Figure 3-8 above
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7.5.1 Editing an Existing Address

To edit an existing entry, highlight the entry to be modified and click on the properties
button. Figure 3-9 shows the Address Properties sheet where changes to the address
properties are made.
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7.5.2 Group Address - Adding a New Address
To create a new e-mail address, open a blank Address Properties screen by clicking on
new. Enter the name of the addressee in the Name field, the e-mail address of the primary
recipient in the To: field, and additional recipients in the Cc field. Figure 3-10 above is an
example of how to setup an address book entry to handle a group mailing. In this example
the name of the group is Family. One family member is listed on the To: line, and the rest
of the family members addresses are entered in the Cc:section.
To enter multiple addresses in the Cc: section type the first address to be added, then
press the ENTER KEY. The cursor will drop down to the line below your first entry. Type the
next address you wish to add to the group entry and press the ENTER KEY again. Repeat
this process until all addresses have been added to the group. Enter sailmail in the Post Via
field if the message is to be sent via SailMail, or WL2K if the amateur radio WL2K network
is to be used. Click OK when you are done.

7.5.3 Using Address Book
To create an e-mail using the address book entry created in Figure 3-10, click on the New
Message icon
to open the new message template and address book. Click on the entry
"Family" in the address book and Airmail will fill out the message header for you;
addressing the message, entering the post via information, and the subject as shown in
Figure 3-11. All that remains to do is write the e-mail and click on the Post icon
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7.6 Operating Tips
The following suggestions/tips are intended to minimize the time required to find and
connect to a network station, and to reduce/eliminate battery drain resulting from
unanswered transmissions.
It does no good to call a station if the station called is already linked. Not only is
1) Listen intentionally transmitting on top of another station impolite and illegal, it causes
First
interference which slows down the throughput of the existing link and increases
waiting time
Multiple short messages are better than one long one. Radio communications
are susceptible to atmospheric interference and noise. This interference can slow
down message throughput, and if sever enough break a link. When a link is lost,
2) Keep the message that was in the process of being sent is discarded by the receiving
Messages station and stored as unsent by the sending station. If the link is lost while
Short
sending a multi page e-mail, the entire e-mail must be resent. If the multi-page
e-mail is sent as several separate shorter messages, the messages sent before
the link is lost are received by the recipients and only the remaining message(s)
need be sent.
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Send e-mail before or after the morning and evening scheduled SSB nets. Longestablished world-wide SSB nets operate on decades-old published schedules.
Most of these nets are scheduled for a couple of hours in the morning, and again
3) Be a
for an hour or two in the evening. To keep from interfering with net operations,
Good
we all need to abide by the existing "gentleman's agreement" and not conduct
Neighbor
e-mail operations during net hours.
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